
238 High Street
Bromley, BR1 1PQ

To Let

Fully Fitted Restaurant in 
Bromley

2,750 sq ft
(255.48 sq m)

Prime High Street Location•
Ground, Basement and First 
floors

•
100 Cover Restaurant•
High Standard Fit Out•

020 7100 5520 cdgleisure.com



Viewing & Further Information

David Kornbluth

0207 100 5520 | 07507880040

davidk@cdgleisure.com

Salvatore Di Natale

0207 100 5520 | 07989 471288

salvatore@cdgleisure.com

BR1 1PQ

Summary

Available Size 2,750 sq ft

EPC Rating Upon Enquiry

Description

The restaurant is laid out over Ground, Basement and First floors. The ground floor is 

currently arranged to accommodate approximately 50 covers and a large bar area. 

The ground floor also hosts a fully fitted kitchen to the rear while the basement is 

being used as storage. The first floor is laid out to accommodate a further 50 covers.

Location

The premises are located in a prime position on High Street Bromley, surrounded by a 

variety of nearby independent operators and benefit from high levels of foot traffic. 

The property also benefits from great transport links, being under a ten-minute walk 

from both Bromley South and Bromley North railway stations as well as various bus 

routes.

Accommodation

The accommodation comprises the following areas:

Name Sq ft Sq m

Ground 1,500 139.35

Basement 500 46.45

1st 750 69.68

Total 2,750 255.48

Rent

Offers in the region of £60,000 per annum exclusive.

Premium

Offers in the region of £60,000.

Tenure

A new Full Repairing & Insuring lease for a term to be agreed, subject to 5 yearly 

upward only rent reviews.

VAT

All figures quoted may be subject to VAT, if applicable.

Licence/Planning

The premises benefit from Class E use and a premises licence allowing the sale of 

alcohol until midnight Monday to Saturday and 11.30 pm on Sunday.

Confidentiality

This sale is highly confidential and under no circumstances should a direct approach 

be made to staff as they are unaware of an impending sale.

Holding Deposit

A holding deposit will be required to secure the property; the deposit will buy a period 

of exclusivity and will be held in the CDG Leisure client account.
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